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Discover,
evaluate,
test

Where can you improve?
The more data is manipulated and
tested the more accurate the outcome.
Are your KPI’s providing the right info
and can you build models to predict
and optimize business outcomes?
Once you have reached this stage you
should be well on your way
to achieving big data success!
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What solution can fulfill your expectations?
You may have internal resources with the skills

Data
analytics
provider

alternative is to seek out an analytics provider
that can meet expectations. Working together
should help define your business case and drive
your required value proposition.
Read more about our solution here
www.cloudxtract.com
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Get
answers

cloudxtract.com/blog/5-big-data-technical-relatedquestions-to-consider-when-planning-your-first-project

Mindset

The importance of embracing change
You hear the term “big data” and start
researching to find out what it means.
You find out that it can help increase ROI,
generate deeper business insights and
provide elements of prediction, but it requires
some additional planning. You watch a webinar
and want to know more.
See webinar here
cloudxtract.com/webinar-inneox-cloudxtract

Plan
for
success

cloudxtract.com/blog/plan-for-success

Where do you want your business to be heading?
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Defining business strategy and prioritizing
key pain points is vital. Gaining expectations
from stakeholders and potential obstacles
is important to ensure success. Creating
ownership of the project to key personnel with
clear milestones is another vital component.
See this webinar on maximizing KPI’s

The importance of asking questions
What is an enterprise solution and is it
the right approach for my SME? Do I
have the technical expertise to start a
project? How can I use my existing
infrastructure? Do I need to invest in new
technology? How much does it cost and can
I measure my ROI?
Read this blog to find out more

What do you need to do and when?
What do you need to do and when?
New Big Data projects can fail due to
lack of planning. Know what you need to
do and when. This means determining how
your data is to be presented and identify
which metrics to measure.
Learn more in our blog post here
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Define
business
goals

cloudxtract.com/3-måter-big-dataanalyserevolusjonerer-markedsføring-og-salg

How can you capitalize analyzing data?
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You understand the 3 v’s and that
there is a lot of data out there. You realize
that starting smart by starting on a small
manageable project is important. You need a few
specifics to see what the industry is doing.
So read this report to understand how you
would benefit with your own Big Data project
Download trend report

Know
the
value

cloudxtract.com/5-big-data-trender-som-vil-være-til-fordel-for-sme
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